Black-box quantum state preparation is an important subroutine in quantum algorithms for simulating physical systems and other prominent quantum computer applications. The problem of black-box quantum state preparation is to prepare a desired superposition of basis states with amplitudes specified by a unitary oracle. The standard approach requires the quantum computer to do arithmetic, which is a key contributor to the complexity of state preparation. Here we present a new state preparation algorithm that avoids arithmetic, reducing the number of gates needed by orders of magnitude.
Black-box quantum state preparation, first developed by Grover [1] as an extension of his more famous search algorithm [2] , is a widely used quantum computational primitive. State preparation is invoked, for example, in the discrete-time quantum walk approach to Hamiltonian simulation [3] [4] [5] , and in the linear combination of unitaries (LCU) technique [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . State preparation procedures are also treated as input to quantum algorithms for solving linear systems of equations [9, 11] , data fitting [12] , and computing scattering cross sections [13, 14] .
The scenario for black-box state preparation is as follows. We are given access to a quantum oracle amp (the 'black box') that returns target coefficients as follows: if α := (α 0 , α 1 , . . . , α d−1 ) is a real vector with 0 ≤ α ℓ < 1 for each ℓ = 0, . . . , d − 1, then amp |ℓ |z := |ℓ z ⊕ α
where z is an n-bit integer encoded into an n-qubit register, ⊕ represents a bitwise XOR and α (n) ℓ = ⌊2 n α ℓ ⌋. The problem is to prepare an approximation to the 'target' state
Grover gave a black-box state preparation algorithm that requires O √ d/ α 2 queries to the oracle amp. Furthermore, he proved that one can do no better in terms of scaling with d. However, Grover did not consider the cost of his algorithm in terms of operations additional to the oracle queries. It is possible, at least in principle, to improve the complexity of state preparation by reducing the number of operations additional to oracle queries.
The additional gates in Grover state preparation can be encapsulated in his use of a subroutine defined as
where ξ is an n-bit integer (the size of the output of amp), the second register is a qubit and θ is a high-precision approximation to arcsin (ξ/2 n ). To implement this circuit, the quantum computer would calculate θ, store the value in an ancillary register, and use that register as the control for a sequence of rotation operations on the qubit. The complexity of calculating θ at runtime turns out to be a key contributor to the cost of Grover state preparation in practice. Recent work [15] shows that state-of-theart techniques require hundreds of qubits and thousands of Toffoli gates to calculate the arcsine of a number to within as few as 16 bits of precision.
The complexity in terms of n is important because it governs the accuracy of the approximation to the target state. The output of a state preparation algorithm will not be |target exactly but an approximation
where
The complexity of state preparation in terms of n limits our ability to prepare a highly accurate approximation to |target . Moreover, the state preparation uses O √ d/ α 2 rounds of amplitude amplification, each of which requires rot to be performed. As a result, rot introduces a multiplicative factor to the gate complexity.
Here we present a modification to Grover state preparation that eliminates the need for costly trigonometric calculations; indeed, our algorithm does not require any arithmetic at all. That is to say, we avoid doing addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division on a quantum computer. Our result is particularly relevant for the coming era of noisy intermediate-scale quantum devices [16] : whereas Grover state preparation is well out of reach of current quantum computing hardware because of the trigonometry calculations, a proof-of-principle version of our algorithm could be carried out on as few as eight qubits.
The main benefit of our new approach to state preparation is its performance for likely applications, rather than its asymptotic scaling. To explain this point, we digress briefly on the classical complexity of calculating arcsine. Let M (n) be the complexity of multiply-ing two n-bit numbers together. Then there is an algorithm for calculating the arcsine of an n-bit number with complexity ∼ (40/3)M (n) log 2 n by calculating a complex logarithm, which has complexity given in Table 4.1 of [17] . The value of M (n) is heavily algorithmdependent. Whereas the schoolbook method of multiplication has complexity O n 2 , there are asymptotically better algorithms that incur larger overheads. As n increases, one should move from the schoolbook algorithm to the O n log 3 2 complexity Karatsuba algorithm [18] , to the O(n log n log log n) Schönhage-Strassen algorithm [19] , then to O n log n × 4 log * n Fürer-type algorithms [20, 21] . Although such results demonstrate that the calculation of an arcsine has a quasilinear asymptotic complexity in n, these asymptotically better approaches are only useful at large threshold values of n. The exact thresholds depend heavily on computer architecture and other implementation details, but the threshold for quasilinear scaling via Schönhage-Strassentype algorithms is thousands of bits.
The main idea of our approach is to replace Grover's rot operation with a new circuit defined as
where a and b are n-bit integers. This can be accomplished with 2n − 1 Toffoli gates using the prescription of Sec. 4.3 in [22] . This cost can be reduced to n Toffoli gates using the measurement trick shown in Fig. 3 of [23] at a cost of n additional ancilla qubits. It is the replacement of rot with comp that enables our significant complexity reduction over Grover state preparation.
To explain how our approach works, we first analyze Grover's approach. In Grover state preparation, we perform amplitude amplification on a circuit that is constructed of the following operations executed in sequence. First, we prepare a uniform superposition ℓ |ℓ of possible amplitude indices on a register called out. This superposition is created using a circuit that operates as
where Λ is an integer that is chosen at compile time.
Here we set Λ = d, though we use other values later. Note in particular that unif 2 m can be realized by applying m Hadamard gates to m qubits. Second, we apply amp to out ⊗ data, where data is an n-qubit register that temporarily stores the output of amp. Third, and most importantly, we apply rot to data ⊗ flag, where flag is a single qubit that is used to indicate the 'good' and 'bad' subspaces for amplitude amplification. Applying rot transduces the information encoded in data to a quantum amplitude. The resulting state has |target out flagged by |0 flag and a garbage state flagged by |1 flag .
The key insight from the above analysis is that the purpose of rot is to transduce the information in data to an amplitude. In our approach, we perform the transduction by testing an inequality between the oracle's output and a superposition of all possible outputs. To be more specific, we apply unif 2 n to a new n-qubit register called ref and then apply comp to data ⊗ ref ⊗ flag. The resulting computer state is
Our next step is to apply unif 
The state on out marked by |0 We can extend this insight to the case in which we want to prepare a state that is approximately proportional to ℓ √ α ℓ |ℓ , rather than ℓ α ℓ |ℓ . This variant of the state preparation problem is used, for example, in the discrete-time quantum walk approach to Hamiltonian simulation [3, 4] . Notice that the number of terms indicated by |0 flag in Eq. (7) is α 
Thus unif is a modification of unif Λ that reads Λ from a quantum register at runtime instead of a classical register at compile time. Note that we do not need to erase either data or ref until amplitude amplification is complete, meaning that the cost of applying unif
is paid only once. If the approximation to unif −1 is made to within ε, the total gate cost of this algorithm is
The circuit unif can be approximated to within error ε by performing fixed-point amplitude amplification (Theorem 27 in [24] ) on the following circuit. For any value Λ encoded in data, set Λ ′ := 2 ⌈log 2 Λ⌉ . Then we define unif ′ so that
where anc is an ancillary qubit that signals the desired state on 0 with amplitude Λ/Λ ′ > 1/ √ 2. This circuit can be executed using n controlled Hadamard gates followed by an application of comp. We then set a = 1 and δ = 1/ √ 2 in Theorem 27 in [24] to obtain an approximation to unif with O(n log(1/ε)) complexity.
We can extend both of our algorithms to prepare states with complex amplitudes. We distinguish between two cases: either the complex amplitudes are presented in polar form or in Cartesian form. In either case, we assume access to two amplitude oracles instead of one: for polar form, one oracle (the 'magnitude oracle') returns |α ℓ | and the other (the 'argument oracle') returns arg (α ℓ ); for Cartesian, one oracle (the 'real oracle') returns Re (α ℓ ) and the other oracle (the 'imaginary oracle') returns Im (α ℓ ). We briefly explain how to modify our algorithm to handle complex amplitudes in both polar and Cartesian form.
Before presenting our modified approach for preparing complex amplitudes, we establish some terminology to distinguish the two state preparation problems and the two presentations of the complex amplitudes. The original form of the problem requires us to prepare a state that is approximately proportional to ℓ α ℓ |ℓ whereas the modified problem is to prepare a state approximately proportional to ℓ √ α ℓ |ℓ (where √ · now refers to the principal root of the complex number α ℓ ). We refer to the original form of the problem as the 'linear coefficients' problem and the modified problem as the 'root coefficients problem'. If the complex amplitudes are presented in polar form, we want to solve the polar form of the linear/root coefficients problem; if in Cartesian form, we solve the Cartesian form of the linear/root coefficients problem. Our modifications allow us to solve both forms of the linear coefficients problem and the polar form of the root coefficients problem without arithmetic. However, we cannot entirely avoid arithmetic for the Cartesian form of the root coefficients problem.
To solve the polar form of either the linear or root coefficients problem, first prepare a state approximately proportional to ℓ |α ℓ | |ℓ or ℓ |α ℓ | |ℓ , respectively, as before using the magnitude oracle in place of amp. Then use the argument oracle to write arg (α ℓ ) to data. We then simply perform a sequence of controlled phase operations (controlled by data) to transduce the phases to out; the phase in the controlled phase operations depends on whether we seek to solve the linear or root coefficients problem.
Solving the Cartesian form of each problem is more complicated. We describe the linear and root coefficients problems separately. For the linear coefficients problem, we extend the flag register to two qubits. We initialize the new flag qubit to (|0 + i |1 ) / √ 2. We then replace the oracle queries in our algorithm with applications of the real or imaginary oracle conditioned on the value of the new flag qubit (|0 for real, |1 for imaginary). As the real and imaginary parts may also be negative, each oracle is assumed to return a signed integer instead of unsigned as before; we transduce the sign to an amplitude by applying the Z gate to the sign bit. After applying comp and then erasing data with another conditional application of the real or imaginary oracle, we apply a Hadamard gate to the new flag qubit. The desired state is now flagged by |0 ⊗2 flag and we can perform amplitude amplification as usual.
For the Cartesian form of the root coefficients problem, we cannot entirely avoid arithmetic although we can keep it to a minimum. We follow the same procedure as for the Cartesian form of the linear coefficients problem, but we modify the application of comp. To explain this modification, first note the following. If we set α ℓ = a ℓ + ib ℓ , observe that r := Re √ α ℓ satisfies 4r
For the principal root of α ℓ (the one we seek to prepare), the real part is non-negative and the sign of the imaginary part matches that of b ℓ . We then modify the application of comp as follows: instead of using comp to compare the value of the oracle output and a superposition of possible amplitudes x, we test whether 4x 2 x 2 ± a ℓ < b 2 ℓ , where the choice of + or − is made depending on the value of the new flag qubit; |0 for +, |1 for −. This new step requires a handful of arithmetic operations, though fortunately we need not calculate a square root directly.
To summarize, we have explained how to perform black-box state preparation without requiring the quantum computer to do arithmetic. Our technique is to replace the rot operation of Grover with comp in order to transduce the output of amp to amplitudes. We have extended this technique from the linear coefficients problem to the root coefficients problem, and we have shown how our approach may be extended to complex amplitudes. Whereas we continue to avoid all arithmetic if the complex amplitudes are presented in polar form, we cannot entirely avoid arithmetic for the root coefficients prob-lem if the complex amplitudes are presented in Cartesian form.
To explain the speedup achieved by our new technique, we digress briefly on the cost of the trigonometric calculations that we now avoid. According to [15] , the best known algorithm for calculating the arcsine of a 16-qubit number requires 105-183 qubits and 4872-8370 Toffoli gates, depending on some algorithmic choices. To compare two 16-qubit integers, by contrast, we only require 16 qubits additional to the input registers and the output (total is 49) and 16 Toffoli gates. The algorithms presented in [15] scale quadratically in the number of qubits whereas integer comparison scales linearly, meaning that this improvement becomes only more marked as precision increases.
A different idea for state preparation for LCU is given in [25] (Sec. III.D). There a classical database for the amplitudes is used, so the complexity is linear in the state dimension, whereas here we consider algorithms with an amplitude oracle which give sublinear complexity. The advance of [25] is that the complexity in terms of T gates is additive in the dimension and log(1/ǫ), whereas prior approaches had complexity that was multiplicative. The approach in [25] does not translate to the oracular case that we consider, because it requires classical precomputation of alternate basis states and probabilities that cannot be done in an oracular setting.
Before concluding, we discuss the use of amplitude amplification in our algorithms. Grover's prescription of π/4 × √ d/ α 2 rounds of amplitude amplification assumes that one knows the value of α 2 ahead of time to solve the linear problem [26] . (Note that one should use the techniques in [27] if the prescribed number of rounds of amplitude amplification is not an integer.) Similarly, we need to know α 1 to solve the root problem. If we do not know the relevant norm of α, we cannot choose the correct number of rounds of amplitude amplification which can lead to a famous overrotation problem [28] . One could use amplitude estimation [29] ahead of time to choose the number of rounds, but replacing standard amplitude amplification with the fixed-point variant described in [30] is more efficient.
In conclusion, we have devised a modification to Grover state preparation that avoids the need for a quantum computer to do arithmetic. Whereas Grover's original approach required the quantum computer to calculate a rotation angle as the arcsine of an input value, our approach eschews this step in favor of an inequality test between an input value and an even superposition of all possible values. The inequality test marks those parts of the superposition that are smaller than the input value, meaning that the number of marked items is proportional to the input value. Following amplitude amplification, the input value has thus been transduced to an amplitude. By replacing arithmetic with an inequality test, we make significant reductions to the complexity of quantum algorithms as they would be executed in practice.
We expect our practical complexity reduction to have broad impact throughout quantum algorithms research. In particular, our algorithm can replace Grover's in the implementation of walk operators in quantum-walkbased algorithms and in the LCU technique. In particular, the improvement to LCU is likely to enable improvements to quantum algorithms for simulating quantum chemistry, which is a major potential application of quantum computing.
It may be possible to perform a proof-of-principle experiment of our state preparation algorithm using a noisy intermediate-scale quantum processor. By setting the precision of the oracle to be small (e.g., n = 2 for an eight qubit demonstration) and skipping amplitude amplification, very few gates would be required. Grover state preparation using arcsines would be out of reach without large-scale error-corrected quantum computers.
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